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Summary. An advanced chromosome capture method (Hi-C) has provided count data which gives a
noisy measure of proximity between all the sites on the genome. This count data can be used to infer
chromosome configurations, but to do this some assumptions have to be made on how to process the
data. We introduce a platform to investigate the multidimensional scaling of counted data when some
plausible assumptions are made. Our platform uses configurations from simple shapes which allows
visual comparison between the original configuration and the recovered configuration. We develop a
model based simulation analysis for our platform, an algorithm for estimating the dispersion in the count
data, highlight and correct for a bias in the configuration recovery process and discuss how the estimated
chromosome configurations could be susceptible to the horseshoe effect found in multidimensional
scaling.
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1. Introduction

The genome is the term used to describe an organism’s genetic material and the nuclear machinery used for
maintaining and processing it. The largest components of the genome are chromosomes, which are the main
storage mediums of genetic information used to build and operate organisms. The positioning of chromo-
somes in the genome appears non-random, with chromosomes displaying organisation in the genome. This
organisation improves the efficiency of how genetic information is translated (Dekker, 2008; Fraser and Bick-
more, 2007). Understanding the three dimensional (3D) chromosome configuration is an important step in
understanding genome function and malfunction.

Each chromosome is constructed from a large molecule of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Through multiple
levels of compaction the DNA is arranged to produce a chromosome.

The principal means of investigating genome organisation was through microscopy, until 2002 when
Dekker et al. (2002) developed the method of chromosome conformation capture (3C). The method of 3C
provided information on how different sites of the genome interact with each other by recording interaction
frequencies (counts). Following the development of 3C iterations of the method were developed such as 4C
(Simonis et al., 2006); 5C (Dostie et al., 2006) and eventually Hi-C (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). The Hi-C
method provided a low resolution (∼ 1 megabase) observed count matrix between all the sites on the genome.
Our data comes from Hi-C and the method is described as follows.

(a) Cells are filled with formaldehyde, causing spatially close DNA segments to become cross-linked to
each other.

(b) The cross-linked DNA is sheared from the non-cross linked DNA, using a restriction enzyme which
leaves a five base overhang.

(c) The overhang is filled using biotin-labelled nucleotides and blunt end ligation is performed. This leaves
small DNA loops with a formaldehyde link in the middle.

(d) A second round of shearing and purification, leaves a sample of ligation junctions tagged with the biotin
pull down.
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(e) The ligation junctions are mapped back to the genome using large scale sequencing and counted. The
counts are recorded in a symmetric matrix, which now contains the interaction frequencies between all
the sites on the genome.

The count matrix from Hi-C can be interpreted as a matrix of proximities, which can be used to reconstruct
a low resolution 3D estimated configuration of the chromosome or the genome. Several groups have taken
the data provided by Hi-C or the preceding methods (3C; 4C or 5C), and attempted to reconstruct a 3D con-
figuration of the chromosome. Various approaches (Duan et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2013; Trieu and Cheng,
2014) transformed the observed counts into estimated distances (or restraints) using pre-existing knowledge
of DNA physics. These estimated distances were input into an optimization procedure. The optimization pro-
cedure found the estimated 3D chromosome configuration in which the fitted distances reflected the estimated
distances as much as possible, by measuring the discrepancy through some score function. These methods
modelled the chromosomes as a “beads on a string”. Using this approach intervals on the chromosome ge-
nomically close were fitted close to each other, and intervals genomically distant had more freedom on how
they were fitted with respect to each other.

Other approaches have taken account of the noise present in the counts, and developed a statistical frame-
work to estimate a 3D chromosome configuration. Hu et al. (2013) applied a Bayesian framework to estimate
the 3D chromosome configuration. The chromosome was partitioned into intervals of equal size, with each
region represented by a point in 3D space xi,k where i is the interval number and k is the dimension number
k = 1, 2 and 3. The Euclidean distance matrix D = (di,j) between the points was calculated

di,j =

(
p∑

k=1

(xi,k − xj,k)2
) 1

2

, (1)

with p = 3 for the three dimensions. The Euclidean distances and other variables used to correct experimental
bias, were input into a inverse count to distance transform function, to predict the mean counts size U = (µi,j)
where

log(µi,j) = log(a) + αlog(di,j) + αenzlog(eiej) + αgcclog(gigj) + αmaplog(oioj). (2)

The first term in (2) uniformly scales the counts. The second term in (2) is the distance contribution to
count size, with α determining the shape of the relationship between counts and distances. The third, forth
and fifth term in (2) correct for experimental biases in the Hi-C data identified by Yaffe and Tanay (2011)
these are enzyme cutting effect in the interval; the proportion of the DNA constructed from guanine-cytosine
nucleotides in the interval and the mapability of the DNA in the interval. The elements of the observed count
matrix M = (mi,j) from Hi-C, were modelled as Poisson random variables with mean µi,j . This allowed the
construction of a joint likelihood function

P (M|X,
¯
α) =

∏
i<j

e−µi,jµ
mi,j

i,j

mi,j !
, (3)

where X = (xi,k) is the chromosome configuration and
¯
α = (a, α, αenz, αgcc, αmap). Combing (3) with

non-informative priors gave the joint posterior distribution

P (X,
¯
α|M) ∝

∏
i<j

e−µi,jµmi,j . (4)

Sample of the estimated 3D chromosome configuration X̂ = (x̂i,k) are then drawn from (3) after sufficient
burn in. Varoquaux et al. (2014) also used the Poisson distribution to model the observed counts from Hi-C.
First the observed counts were corrected for any experimental bias, using an iterative correction and eigenvalue
decomposition procedure, proposed by Imakaev et al. (2012). Then mi,j were modelled as Poisson random
variables with a rate parameter µi,j . The rate parameter µi,j was found using an inverse count to distance
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transform function

µi,j = adαi,j . (5)

Then using (5) a Poisson log-likelihood function was constructed

l(X, a, α) =
∑
i<j≤n

mi,jαlog(di,j) +mi,j log(a)− adαi,j , (6)

where di,j are extracted from the configuration X = (xi,k) using (1) with p = 3. The log-likelihood func-
tion (6) was then maximised using two approaches. The first approach inferred α = −3 from information
(Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009) between the observed count size and genomic distance, and between the ge-
nomic distance and Euclidean distance. The a parameter was set at a = 1 as its role was trivial. Then an
estimated chromosome configuration X̂ = (x̂i,k) was found which maximized (6). The second approach iter-
atively estimated the parameter α then found X̂ which maximized (6), until optimization. Both maximization
routines used the Interior Point Optimizer algorithm (Wächter and Biegler, 2006). The Poisson maximum
likelihood approaches were compared with approaches used by other research groups on simulated data, re-
porting it performing well.

Previous attempts to obtain an estimated chromosome configuration from the observed Hi-C count matrix
can be divided into two approaches. One approach transforms M into an unique estimated distance matrix
D̃, then applies an optimization procedure to find the best fitting configuration X̂ from many possible con-
figurations. The other approach finds the optimal D̃ (by using different transform parameters), and applies
an optimization procedure to find X̂. We apply a different approach to find an estimated chromosome con-
figuration, and we investigate and temper the approach using model based simulation analysis (MBSA). Our
approach uses a grid search to scan across the set of D̃, by trialling transform parameter values in the count to
distance transform function

di,j =

(
µi,j
a

) 1

α

. (7)

The estimated distance matrix D̃ is fitted into 3D Euclidean space using metric multidimensional scaling
(MDS) (Young and Householder, 1938; Torgerson, 1952). Metric MDS provides a unique fitted configuration
X̂. Then X̂ is assessed using the stress of fit score function

Sp(X̂) =

(∑
i<j(d̃i,j − d̂i,j)2∑

i<j d̂
2
i,j

) 1

2

, (8)

where p is the number of dimensions used in (1) when extracting D̂ from X̂. The parameter values, D̃ and X̂
which minimize Sp(X̂) are then used.

The MBSA uses configurations from simple shapes to generate perturbed count matrices. These perturbed
count matrices are then fitted into p dimensional Euclidean space to provide a platform for investigating
the multidimensional scaling of counted data. The MBSA highlights a potential bias which arises when
transforming counted data into estimated distances and gives a correction for the bias; outlines a routine for
estimating the dispersion in M, and how using incorrect transform parameters combined with a decrease in
accuracy of the estimated distances can lead to incorrect configurations for X̂.

2. Model based simulation analysis (MBSA)

The model based simulation analysis provides a platform to investigate the multidimensional scaling (MDS)
of counted data. The MBSA allows choice over the initial configuration; control over how true distances are
transformed into mean counts and control over the quantity of perturbation to introduce into the mean counts
when simulating perturbed counts. The choice of initial configuration allows the use of simple shapes. These
simple shapes allow discrepancies between the initial and fitted configurations to be easily located. Control
over how distances are transformed into mean counts, allows the same transform function and parameters to be
used when transforming perturbed counts into estimated distances. This prevents distortions appearing in the
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fitted configuration, from using an incorrect transform function or incorrect parameter values. Control over the
dispersion when simulating the perturbed counts, effects how much information on the original configuration
is retained in the perturbed counts.

The MBSA takes an initial configuration X = (xi,k) of 100 points sitting in p dimensional space, and
extracts a Euclidean distance matrix D = (di,j) from it using (1). The inverse count to distance transform
function (5) then transforms the matrix D into a matrix of mean counts U = (µi,j). Using U and some level of
dispersion ρ a matrix of perturbed counts M = (mi,j) is simulated. The count to distance transform function
(7) is used to transform M into estimated distances D̃ = (d̃i,j), using the same parameter values used when
transforming D into U. The estimated distances are then fitted into p dimensional Euclidean space using
metric multidimensional scaling (MDS), to obtain a fitted configuration X̂ = (x̂i,k). The Procrustes reflection
shape difference between the initial configuration X and the fitted configuration X̂ is then measured.

2.1. Initial configuration
Three different initial configurations were used in the MBSA, a straight line; a semi-circle and a helix. These
shapes were used because their simplicity and low dimensionality provided clear visual comparison between
the initial and fitted configurations, allowing inspection of how the noise was distribution in the fitted config-
uration. Each configuration consisted of 100 points, this being neither too many for visual comparison nor too
few for useful results. Each shape was constructed with a maximum distance of one unit (dmax = 1) to aid
compatibility. The initial configurations X = (xi,k) were constructed as follows.

Straight Line (p = 1)

xi,1 = −1

2
+

(i− 1)

99

Semi-circle (p = 2)

xi,1 =
1

2
cos
( π

99
(i− 1)

)
and xi,2 =

1

2
sin
( π

99
(i− 1)

)
.

Helix (p = 3)

xi,1 =
1

5
cos
(

10
π

99
(i− 1)

)
, xi,2 =

1

5
sin
(

10
π

99
(i− 1)

)
and xi,3 = −1

2
+

(i− 1)

99
.

Where i = 1, . . . , 100.

2.2. Transform function
The count to distance transform function (7), and its inverse (5) (Hu et al., 2013; Varoquaux et al., 2014) are
used in the MBSA. When obtaining the mean counts U the inverse transform function (5) plays an important
role in determining their size and shape. The a parameter determines the size of µi,j , the larger a is the large
µi,j . The a values used in the MBSA are a = 10, 100 and 1000. The α parameter determines the shape of the
relationship between di,j and µi,j . The α values used in the MBSA are α = −10

3 ,−
10
5 and −10

7 . The same
parameter values will be used when transforming mi,j into d̃i,j as was used transforming di,j into µi,j .

Before the mi,j are transformed into the d̃i,j any mi,j = 0 are replaced with mi,j = 1. This zero count
replacement prevents some d̃i,j =∞ resulting in an unfittable D̃. After transforming M into D̃ the diagonal
elements of D̃ are set to zero.

2.3. Structure of the noise
The observed count matrix from Hi-C contains structure and noise embedded within it. In the MBSA the
perturbed count matrix M mimicked the observed count matrix. The elements of the perturbed count matrix
mi,j are generated using the Poisson distribution or negative binomial distribution, with mean µi,j and the
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required level of dispersion ρ. The dispersion

ρ =
var(mi,j)

E(mi,j)
, (9)

which of course equals 1 for the Poisson distribution. The negative binomial distribution is used to generate
mi,j when ρ > 1 (over-dispersed Poisson),

mi,j = NB
(
µi,j
ρ− 1

,
1

ρ

)
, (10)

providing E(mi,j) = µi,j and var(mi,j) = ρµi,j . The levels of dispersion used in the MBSA are ρ = 1, 2, 4
and 8. Both µi,j and ρ play a role in determining the sensitivity of observed counts mi,j to noise. This
sensitivity can be expressed in terms of the coefficient of variation Cv(µi,j , ρ),

Cv(µi,j , ρ) =

√
var(mi,j)

E(mi,j)
=

√
ρ

µi,j
. (11)

The larger Cv(µi,j , ρ), the greater the sensitivity of mi,j to noise.

2.4. Multidimensional scaling

One important feature of the MBSA is the recovery of a fitted configuration X̂ from D̃. In the MBSA we
use metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) to recover X̂. The advantage of metric MDS is the configuration
which is recovered from D̃ is unique (up to arbitrary reflection, rotation and translation) so it does not require
time consuming optimization routines and the method is simple to understand. Metric MDS preserves the
scale of X̂ with respect to the estimated distances. This preservation of scale allows the fitted distances
D̂ = (d̂i,j) extracted from X̂ = (x̂i,k) using (1), to be comparable to D̃. It also permits D̂ to be transformed
into fitted mean counts Û = (µ̂i,j) using the inverse count to distance transform function (5). The metric
MDS method is outlined below, for further description see Cox and Cox (2000) p.31-58 and Mardia et al.
(1979) p.397-402.

(a) Obtain the intermediate matrix A = (ai,j) from D using a element wise transformation,

ai,j = −1

2
d2i,j . (12)

(b) Double-centre A using the centring matrix H = In− 1
n¯

1Tn¯
1n, to obtain the centred inner-product matrix

B = HAH. (13)

The centred inner-product matrix has the structure B = X̂X̂T , where X̂ has the same configuration as
X after arbitrary translation, reflection and rotation.

(c) The eigenvalue decomposition is applied to the centred inner-product matrix

B = ΓΛΓT , (14)

where Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λn) is the diagonal matrix of ordered eigenvalues and Γ is the matrix of
corresponding eigenvectors. The fitted configuration X̂ is recovered using Λ and Γ,

X̂ = ΓΛ
1

2 . (15)

The fitted configuration is centred on the origin and is orientated so progressively less information is placed in
each subsequent dimension. The λi can also used to construct a goodness of fit statistic θ1:p, which measures
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the proportion of information projected into the first p dimensions,

θ1:p =

(∑p
i=1 |λi|∑n
i=1 |λi|

)
× 100%. (16)

When metric MDS is applied to an Euclidean distance matrix D extracted from a p dimensional X, then
λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λp > 0 and the remaining λp+1 = . . . = λn = 0. When metric MDS is applied to an estimated
distance matrix D̃, the distribution of eigenvalues should change. Dependent on the size of the coefficient
of variation (11) in M the lead p (genuine) eigenvalues should still be distinct from the new non-genuine
(spurious) eigenvalues. These spurious eigenvalues are the result of the noise from D̃ been distributed into the
dimensions. Some spurious eigenvalues will be positive and some will be negative. The magnitude criterion
(Sibson, 1979) can be used to help classify the genuine eigenvalues. The magnitude criterion states any
positive eigenvalue which is larger than the absolute magnitude of the largest negative eigenvalue, can be
regarded as genuine. At least one eigenvalue will always be zero due to the centring on the origin.

2.5. Measurement in the MBSA
The multidimensional scaling of counted data is measured both quantitatively and qualitatively, in the MBSA.
The quantitative measure is the Procrustes reflection shape distance, this provides a value for the shape dif-
ference between X and X̂. The qualitative measure is the visual comparison, this provides an descriptive
analysis of where X and X̂ differ.

2.5.1. Procrustes reflection shape distance
The Procrustes reflection shape distance P (X, X̂) is based on the Procrustes shape difference between X and
X̂ (Dryden and Mardia, 1998) p.55-57.

P(X, X̂) =

p∑
k=1

100∑
i=1

(
X

||X||
− cRT X̂

||X̂||

)2

, (17)

where p is the number of dimensions in X = (xi,k); c is a scaling constant and R is an orthogonal p × p
reflection and rotation matrix. To ease calculation X is first centred on the origin, removing the requirement
for a translation vector. Then the configurations are prescaled by dividing X and X̂ by ||X|| = (tr(XXT ))

1

2

or ||X̂|| respectively. This prescaling improves the compatibility of the MBSA results from different shapes.
To find c and R, let

Z = X̂
T
X. (18)

Apply the singular value decomposition to Z to give

Z = VQUT , (19)

where V and U are p× p orthogonal matrices and Q is a diagonal matrix of singular values. Then the value
of c and the matrix R̂ are

ĉ =
tr(Q)

tr(X̂X̂T )
and R̂ = VUT .

2.5.2. Visual comparison
Visual comparison is used to show where X and X̂ differ and where they match. The visual comparison
provides a step in understanding how perturbation in the counts (or distortion in the distances), is translated
through to X̂. Visual comparison first takes X and binds 3 − p additional columns of zeros to it, to make
X an n × 3 matrix (where n = 100). The estimated distance matrix D̃ is fitted into 3D space to give a
n × 3 X̂. The original p dimensions should be mainly a projection of structure from D̃, and the additional
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3 − p (if p < 3) dimensions should be a projection of the noise from D̃. The X̂ is aligned onto X using the
procedure used when finding P (X, X̂) (17) (with p = 3). Scaling is included in the alignment, as the effects
from perturbation may cause X̂ to be larger than X. This enlargement of scale could distract the eye from
differences in shape between X and X̂. Finally X and X̂ are plotted together in the 1st and 2nd dimensions
and in the 1st and 3rd dimensions, so clear comparison between them can be made.

2.6. Running the MBSA
The MBSA was run with several combinations of variables, providing a broad range of scenarios as follows:
three initial configurations straight line; semi-circle and a helix. Three levels of a at a = 10, 100 and 1000;
three levels of α at α = −10

3 ,−
10
5 and −10

7 ; four levels of dispersion at ρ = 1, 2, 4 and 8.
A single run of the MBSA provides a single X̂ with a single P (X, X̂) (17) value. This is convenient for

visual comparison but repeated runs of the MBSA are required for more robust P (X, X̂) values. For each
combination of variables the MBSA is repeated 1000 times, with the mean P (X, X̂) value taken.

3. MBSA results

3.1. P (X, X̂) results

Fig. 1. The shape difference P (X, X̂) (17) between X and X̂. The shading of the connecting line the level of
a used in the MBSA, for the dark grey line a = 10; for the medium grey line a = 100 and for the light
grey line a = 1000. The symbols denote the level of α used in the MBSA, for the square � α = − 10

3 ; for
the triangle N α = − 10

2 and for the circle • α = − 10
7 .

The MBSA simulation results measured through P (X, X̂) (17), show an almost clear ordering in how
well the shape of the initial configuration has been recovered in the fitted configuration. Count size: as
count size increases through increasing a, the P (X, X̂) values decrease. The a = 10 level gives the poorest
P (X, X̂) values; on a = 100 and a = 1000 the P (X, X̂) values are very small indicating a good recovery.
Dispersion: as ρ increases the size of P (X, X̂) tends to decrease. In some cases the transition from ρ = 4

to ρ = 8 sees an improvement in the P (X, X̂) values. Exponent size: the lower α (= −10
3 ) appear to give

better P (X, X̂) values. The lower α values could give larger mean counts, when transforming (5) from true
Euclidean distances into mean counts.

3.2. Visual comparison
The visual comparison was performed on a X̂ from each shape. The X̂ was generated using the parameters
a = 10, α = −10

5 and ρ = 8. The a = 10 and ρ = 8 parameters set conditions which gave a large coefficient
of variation (11) in M. The α = −10

5 parameter was chosen as it is the median α values, comments are made
on X̂ generated using each α value.
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Fig. 2. The original X and fitted configuration X̂ for a straight line after reflection, rotation and uniform scaling.
The N denotes a point of X̂ with the light grey line connecting successive points. The � denotes a point
of X with the dark grey line connecting successive points.

Fig. 3. The original X and fitted configuration X̂ for a semi-circle after reflection, rotation and uniform scaling.
The N denotes a point of X̂ with the light grey line connecting successive points. The � denotes a point
of X with the dark grey line connecting successive points.

3.2.1. Straight line
Figure 2 provides the visual comparison for the straight line. The distribution of noise appears most intensely
towards the ends of the line, this is where X and X̂ differ the most. In the centre of the line the noise appears
more subdued, structure from X is recovered X̂. In a X̂ from α = −10

3 the subdued central region appears
larger and the noisy end regions smaller. In a X̂ from α = −10

7 the subdued central region appears smaller
and the noisy end regions appear larger.

3.2.2. Semi-circle
Figure 3 provides the visual comparison for the semi-circle. The recovery of structure and the distribution of
noise in X̂ from a semi-circle appears similar to X̂ from a straight line. The noise is most intense towards the
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Fig. 4. The original X and fitted configuration X̂ for a helix after reflection, rotation and uniform scaling. The
N denotes a point of X̂ with the light grey line connecting successive points. The � denotes a point of X
with the dark grey line connecting successive points.

ends of the semi-circle and more subdued in the centre. Structure appears to have been retained in the first
dimension. In the second dimension the influence of noise is more apparent with the semi-circle arc shape
lost. The plot of X̂ in the 1st and 2nd dimensions give more of a dumbbell shape than a semi-circle shape. This
dumbbell shape is also present but less prevalent when plotting X̂ in the 1st and 3rd dimensions. When using
α = −10

3 more structure is recovered in X̂ than noise. When using α = −10
7 less structure is recovered in X̂

and noise has more influence.

3.2.3. Helix
Figure 4 provides the visual comparison for the helix. The recovery of structure and distribution of noise in
X̂, is similar for the helix as in the straight line and semi-circle. The intensity of the noise is strongest at the
ends of the helix and more subdued in the centre. The plot of X̂ in the 1st and 2nd dimension the circular
structure appears lost. Although plotting the points from the centre of X̂ in the 1st and 2nd dimensions, some
circular structure is recovered. The linear structure in the 3rd appears to be recovered. When using α = −10

3

more structure is recovered in X̂ than noise. When using α = −10
7 less structure is recovered in X̂ than noise.

3.2.4. Summary of visual comparison
This distribution of noise and retention of structure could be linked to the size of the counts associated with
the points. The points on the ends of the configuration share more large true distances between points and
therefore more smaller mean counts. The opposite is true for points on the centre of the configuration sharing
more larger mean counts between points. Smaller mean counts are more susceptible to perturbation than the
larger mean counts. This means points which share more large true distances will have less accurate estimated
distances. Points which share more smaller true distance will have more accurate estimated distances.

4. Properties

The MBSA results provide insight into the multidimensional scaling of counted data, when perturbation is
present in the counts. The MBSA also provides a platform where parameter values can be estimated and com-
pared with the true values; the transform function (7) can be investigated to infer properties of the estimated
distances, and how using incorrect transform function parameters can affect the fitted configuration.
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4.1. Estimating dispersion
Attempts to statistically model the observed Hi-C counts (Hu et al., 2013; Varoquaux et al., 2014) have used
the Poisson distribution. This assumes the counts have dispersion ρ = 1 (hence E(mi,j) = var(mi,j)). In
the MBSA perturbed counts are simulated on different levels of dispersion, using the Poisson and negative
binomial distributions. This makes the data from the MBSA a good starting point to estimate the dispersion.
The true value of ρ is known in the MBSA, so it is easy to verify if the estimate of dispersion ρ̂ is adequate.

Before the dispersion can be estimated, the fitted counts Û = (µ̂i,j) from the fitted configuration X̂ =

(x̂i,k) are required. To find these first the fitted Euclidean distance matrix D̂ = (d̂i,j) is extracted from X̂,
using (1) with p equal to the number of dimensions in X̂. Then the d̂i,j are inputted into the inverse count
to distance transform function (5), to give µ̂i,j . The same parameter values are used in (5), as used when
transforming the mi,j into d̃i,j .

Given the level of dispersion is uniform across M, the ρ̂ can be found using

ρ̂ =
2

n(n− 1)

∑
i<j

(mi,j − µi,j)2

µi,j
. (20)

As the mean counts U = (µi,j) are assumed unknown the fitted counts Û = (µ̂i,j) are used as a substitute
for them in (20). This substitute provides very poor ρ̂ values; as the values µ̂i,j can be very dissimilar to
µi,j , particularly when d̂i,j << d̃i,j . To overcome the poor estimation from (20), an algorithm was developed
which used the stress of fit Sp(X̂) as a point estimator. This algorithm is described as follows:

(a) Calculate the stress of fit Sp(X̂) (8) for X̂, where p is the number of dimensions in X̂.
(b) Obtain the fitted counts Û = (µ̂i,j) from X̂ and choose some initial value for ρ̂. Using the elements of

Û as the mean and ρ̂ as the dispersion, generate a new matrix of perturbed counts ˜̃M = ( ˜̃mi,j),

˜̃mi,j ∼ NB
(
µ̂i,j
ρ̂− 1

,
1

ρ̂

)
if ρ̂ > 1. Transform ˜̃M into new estimated distances ˜̃D = (

˜̃
di,j) using (7), with the same parameter

values used to transform M into D̃. The calculate the stress S̃ between D̂ and ˜̃D, using the ˜̃
di,j values

instead of the d̃i,j values in (8).
(c) Repeat step 2. 100 times creating a sample of S̃ and find the mean of the sample

¯̃S = 100−1
100∑
i=1

S̃i.

Then find the absolute difference between ¯̃S and Sp(X̂), |Sp(X̂)− ¯̃S|.
(d) Repeat steps 2. and 3. in a grid search by using a new ρ̂ value, until a ρ̂ value is found which minimizes
|Sp(X̂)− ¯̃S|.

The motivation for the above algorithm is as follows. If D̂ ≈ D and ρ̂ ≈ ρ, then the elements of ˜̃D
should have similar properties to the elements of D̃, so the S̃ values should be close to the Sp(X̂) values. The
algorithm can be made more efficient by choosing a grid over which to scan the values of ρ̂. The lower value
of the grid being ρ̂ = 1 for the Poisson distribution. The upper value of the grid being a ρ̂ value just large
enough, so that structural information in Û would not of been lost during perturbation.

In Table 1 we see the dispersion estimation algorithm adequately estimates the level of ρ in M. The only
poor estimate occurs when a = 10 and ρ = 8, although at these conditions the coefficient of variation (11) is
large in M and structural information used by the algorithm might not be properly captured in D̂.

4.2. Delta method
The estimated distances D̃ = (d̃i,j) are the product of random variables (in the form of counts) being passed
through a transform function (7). We use the delta method (Stuart and Ord, 1994) to investigate the properties
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Table 1. Estimate for dispersion values ρ̂ using
the fitted data from a semi-circle with α = − 10

5 .
a ρ = 1 ρ = 2 ρ = 4 ρ = 8
10 1.2918 2.4673 3.0716 3.8003
100 1.0753 2.1106 4.0842 7.7885
1000 1.0837 2.1677 4.3382 8.6766

of the d̃i,j . The delta method takes a Taylor series expansion of the transform function (7) around the mean
counts µi,j . Then the expectation and the variance of the expansions are found, to give approximations for
E(d̃i,j) and var(d̃i,j). To avoid complications, the adjustment of mi,j = 0 to mi,j = 1 is ignored.

Taking the second order Taylor series expansion of (7) around µi,j gives

d̃i,j ≈
(
µi,j
a

) 1

α

+
1

α

(
µi,j
a

) 1

α

µ−1
i,j (mi,j − µi,j)

+
1

2α

(
1− α
α

)(
µi,j
a

) 1

α

µ−2
i,j (mi,j − µi,j)2. (21)

Taking the expectation of (21) gives

E(d̃i,j) ≈
(
µi,j
a

) 1

α

+
1

2α

(
1− α
α

)(
µi,j
a

) 1

α

ρµ−1
i,j

≈ di,j
(

1 +
1

2α

(
1− α
α

)
ρµ−1

i,j

)
(22)

Taking the variance of (21) to first order gives

var(d̃i,j) ≈
d2i,j
α2

ρµ−1
i,j =

a

α
ρd2−αi,j (23)

The approximate expression for E(d̃i,j) and var(d̃i,j) give insights into the MBSA, which are used to
improve the multidimensional scaling of counted data.

Figure 5 displays the relationship of E(d̃i,j) (22) against di,j , and the relationship of var(d̃i,j) (23) against
di,j . The relationship between E(d̃i,j) (22) and di,j , displays a bias in the estimated distances with E(d̃i,j) >

di,j . The bias increases the size of the estimated distances and becomes more prevalent in d̃i,j from larger di,j .
The size of α also appears to play a role in the size of the bias, with the greater the size of α the smaller bias
becomes.

The relationship between var(d̃i,j) (23) and di,j , displays the size of var(d̃i,j) increasing as di,j increases.
This increase in var(d̃i,j) as di,j increases, satisfies the intuition that accuracy in the estimated distances should
decrease as the true Euclidean distance increases. Indicating that the count to distance transform function (7)
is a suitable transform. The size of α also appears to play a role in the size of the variance, with the greater
the size of α the greater the smaller var(d̃i,j) becomes.

The bias E(d̃i,j) > di,j ; the increase in var(d̃i,j) as di,j increases and the link between the size of E(d̃i,j)

or var(d̃i,j) and the size of α, explain the features observed in the MBSA results. The smaller P (X, X̂) (17)
values when using α = −10

3 to generate M, are a result of the smaller bias and lower variance from using
greater α values. The intense distribution of noise around regions where points share large true distances, and
subdues noise around regions where points share small true distances. This uneven distribution of noise could
be the result of the decrease in the accuracy of d̃i,j from large di,j .

The lack of accuracy in the large estimated distances, could result in aspects of the horseshoe effect ap-
pearing in the fitted configurations. The horseshoe effect is the tendency for multidimensional scaling to fit
a horseshoe configuration, from data which does not necessarily arise from such a configuration. Character-
istics of horseshoe configurations are points arranged to form a horseshoe in the 1st and 2nd dimensions, and
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Fig. 5. Left panel: plot of E(d̃i,j) (22) against di,j , the dashed line is the plot of di,j against di,j . Right
panel: plot of var(d̃i,j) (23) against di,j . The values used to generate E(d̃i,j) and var(d̃i,j) are a = 10 and
ρ = 8, for the dark grey line α = − 10

3 ; for the medium grey line α = − 10
5 ; for the light grey line

α = − 10
7 .

the points taking a cubic polynomial arrangement in the 1st and 3rd dimensions. Mardia et al. (1979) p.412
suggests the horseshoe effect can be caused by accurate local distances and less accurate medium to large
distances, causing medium and large distances to merge and the metric MDS to bring distant points closer
together.

4.3. Investigating the Hi-C data and distance distortion
The observed Hi-C counts are assumed to hold some relationship with the Euclidean distances between
megabase intervals. This relationship is unknown. Successfully inferring this relationship will greatly aid
the recovery of an estimated chromosome configuration. Since the relationship between observed counts
M = (mi,j) and Euclidean distances cannot be investigated, the relationship between mi,j and genomic dis-
tance can be used. The genomic distance V = (νi,j) measures how distant megabase intervals are along the
genome, so megabase intervals i and j are separated by a genomic distances νi,j = |i − j|. The relationship
betweenmi,j and νi,j for chromosomes 2 (longest); 12 (median) and 21 (shortest) is found using the log-linear
model

log(E(mi,j)) = c0 + c1log(νi,j), (24)

this is displayed in Figure 6.
In Figure 6 all three chromosomes show a steep decline in the size of mi,j at genomic distance between

1Mb ≤ νi,j < 15Mb, then a much steadier decline in the size ofmi,j for large genomic distance νi,j ≥ 15Mb.
This matches the observations made by Dekker et al. (2013) between contact probability and genomic dis-
tance. This low mi,j size at large νi,j (for νi,j ≥ 15Mb) makes it difficult to accurately estimate large Eu-
clidean distances. Transforming the Hi-C count data into estimated distances could provide us with, accurate
small Euclidean distances between megabase intervals which are genomically close, and inaccurate large Eu-
clidean distances between megabase intervals which are genomically distant. Therefore giving the conditions
within the estimated distance matrix, in which aspects of the horseshoe effect can be fitted into the estimated
chromosome configuration.

If the true relationship between counts and Euclidean distances is not captured by the transform function,
then the estimated distances become subject to distortion as well as perturbation. The distortion in the es-
timated distances could be beneficial to the recovery of the fitted configuration, by countering the effects of
perturbation. Varoquaux et al. (2014) notes that in some cases using an incorrect α can improve the signal to
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Fig. 6. The relationship between genomic distance and contact-count size for chromosomes 2, 12 and 21
using by (24). The points denote the counts.

noise ratio in the counts. The distortion in the estimated distances could also be detrimental to the recovery of
the fitted configuration.

Fig. 7. Distortion on the distances, from using an incorrect exponent α∗ to scale mean counts back into
distances. Where α∗ is larger than the original α used to transform true distances into mean counts, and the
d∗i,j are the distorted distances. The dark grey line denotes α∗ 25% larger; the medium grey line
denotes α∗ 50% larger and light grey line denotes α∗ 100% larger than α.

If the (7) is the correct function to transform the observed Hi-C count to estimated distances, then distortion
will occur when incorrect transform parameters are used. Using the incorrect value for the scale parameter a,
only causes issues with scale (not shape). Using an incorrect value of the exponent α, has a distortive effect on
the distances. Figure 7 displays the shape of the distortion on the distances, from using an incorrect exponent
α∗ to scale mean counts back into distances. Where α∗ is 25%, 50% and 100% larger than the original α used
to transform true distances into mean counts, and the d∗i,j are the distorted distances. From Figure 7 we see
the distortion increases the smaller distances more and moves all the other distances closer to d∗i,j = 1. This
preserves accuracy in the small distances as they remain easy to distinguish as the difference between them in-
creases, while loosing accuracy in the large distances as the difference between them decreases. Diaconis et al.
(2008) distorted Euclidean distances so small distances remained accurate and large distances lost accuracy.
Then fitted these distorted distances into Euclidean space with metric MDS, founding the fitted configurations
contained aspects of the horseshoe effect. De Leeuw (2008) supported Diaconis et al.’s findings explaining
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the nature of the distorted distance matrices would inevitably result in horseshoes. Therefore if the incorrect
α is used the fitted configuration could contain aspects of the horseshoe effect.

5. Bias correction

Figure 5 displays a bias in the expected estimated distances, where E(d̃i,j) ≤ di,j . Using the expression of
E(d̃i,j) (22) this bias can be explained as an inflationary bias,

E(d̃i,j) = ci,jdi,j (25)

where

ci,j = 1 +
1

2α

(
1− α
α

)
ρµ−1

i,j (26)

is the coefficient of inflation and ci,j ≥ 1. Estimating the coefficient of inflation for each estimated distance
and removing it form them, could act as a bias correction. The bias correction could hopefully recover an
improved X̂.

Using the fitted counts Û = (µ̂i,j) and the estimate for the dispersion ρ̂ from an initial round of multidi-
mensional scaling of M, the estimated coefficients of inflation ĉi,j can be obtained. The estimated coefficient
of inflation can be used in a bias correction of the form

d̃•i,j =
d̃i,j
ĉi,j

, (27)

where D̃• = (d̃•i,j) are the bias corrected perturbed distances. The bias corrected perturbed distances are fitted
into p dimensional Euclidean space with metric MDS, to give a bias corrected fitted configuration X̂• = (x̂•i,k).
To asses the performance of the bias correction the P (X, X̂•) (17) is measured between X and X̂•.

The bias correction is run for each combination of MBSA simulations (1000 times), and the mean of the
P (X, X̂•) values are found. To find if the bias correction improves the multidimensional scaling of counted
data (i.e P (X, X̂•) < P (X, X̂)), the percentage size of P (X, X̂•) with respect to P (X, X̂) is found,

π =
P (X, X̂•)

P (X, X̂)
× 100% (28)

The closer π is to 0 the greater the improvement of the bias correction.

5.1. MBSA bias correction results
In all cases the bias correction provides some improvement, in the recovery of the original shape in the fitted
configuration. In all shapes for a = 100 and a = 1000; α = −10

3 ,−
10
5 and−10

7 and ρ = 1, 2, 4 and 8, the size
of the bias correction’s improvements appears to be related to the size of the coefficient of variation. With the
correction’s effect decreasing as the Cv(µi,j , ρ) (11) decreases; on the a = 1000 (very small Cv(µi,j , ρ)) level
the correction’s effect is negligible. The effect of the correction at the a = 10 level appears to depend on the
exponent size and dispersion level. At low dispersion using greater α (= −10

7 ) gives the better improvement,
then as dispersion increases using a lower α (= −10

3 ) gives the better improvement.

6. Multidimensional scaling of the Hi-C count data

The tools developed through the MBSA can be applied to the observed Hi-C counts (Lieberman-Aiden et al.,
2009), to recover an estimated chromosome configuration X̂ = (x̂i,k). The process of recovering an estimated
chromosome configuration from the observed Hi-C counts is described below:

(a) The observed count matrix M = (mi,j) from Hi-C, first has rows and columns corresponding to
megabase intervals of poor mappability deleted. Then a simple normalization procedure used by Lieberman-
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Fig. 8. The shape difference P (X, X̂) (17) between X and X̂. The shading of the connecting line the level of
a used in the MBSA, for the dark grey line a = 10; for the medium grey line a = 100 and for the light
grey line a = 1000.The symbols denote the level of α used in the MBSA, for the square � α = − 10

3 ; for
the triangle N α = − 10

2 and for the circle • α = − 10
7 .

Table 2. Fitted data from fitting Chromosomes 2, 12
and 21 into 3D Euclidean space, with metric MDS.

Chromosome α̂ ρ̂ S3(X̂) θ1:3
(length)
2 (238 Mb) -2.2779 1.321 25.965 11.937
12 (129 Mb) -2.6021 2.279 26.504 19.508
21 (32 Mb) -2.3787 3.022 22.201 47.31

Aiden et al. (2009); Duan et al. (2010); Trieu and Cheng (2014) is used to pre-process M, to give a
normalized observed count matrix M∗ = (m∗

i,j)

m∗
i,j = mi,j

(
(n−2

∑n
i=1

∑n
j=1mi,j)

2

n−2
∑n

k=1mi,k

∑n
k=1mk,j

)
. (29)

(b) The matrix M∗ is then transformed into the estimated distance matrix D̃ = (d̃i,j), using the count to
distance transform function (7) with a = 1 and α. The parameter α is found using a grid search, by
transforming M into D̃ using an α value, fitting D̃ into 3D Euclidean space with metric MDS to recover
X̂ and calculating the stress of fit S3(X̂) (8) value for X̂. The α providing the smallest S3(X̂) value is
used to transform M into D̃.

(c) The matrix D̃ is fitted into 3D Euclidean space with metric MDS, to recover X̂ = (x̂i,k). From X̂ the
matrix of fitted counts is obtained Û = (µ̂i,j). Using Û and the dispersion estimation algorithm the
estimated level of dispersion ρ̂ in M∗ is obtained.

(d) Using µ̂i,j and ρ̂, the estimated coefficients of inflation were found ĉi,j . The ĉi,j are used to bias correct
d̃i,j using (27), to give a bias corrected estimated distance matrix D̃• = (d̃•i,j). The matrix D̃• is fitted
into 3D Euclidean space with metric MDS, to give a bias corrected estimated chromosome configuration
X̂• = (x̂•i,j).

This procedure was applied to recover the bias corrected estimated configurations X̂• = (x̂•i,j) for Chro-
mosomes 2, 12 and 21. The stress of fit S3(X̂•) was used to assess X̂•, this used d̃•i,j values in (8) instead of
d̃i,j . The total proportion of information from D̃• projected into the first three dimensions θ1:3 (16) was also
found, and a scree plot of the fitted eigenvalues for chromosome 12 displayed with comments from all three
chromosomes.

Table 2 gives the fitted data for Chromosomes 2, 12 and 21. In Table 2 the chromosomes share a similar
sized α̂ around α̂ ≈ −2.5. The estimates for dispersion in Table 2 (from the dispersion estimation algorithm)
are all ρ̂ > 1, this counters the assumptions that the counts are generated from Poisson distribution used by
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Hu et al. (2013); Varoquaux et al. (2014). The size of ρ̂ increases as chromosome length decreases, this could
be due to the quantity of small counts observed at large genomic distance decreasing as chromosome length
decreases. This would reduce any biasing effect of small counts in the dispersion estimation algorithm. The
stress of fit values for each estimated chromosome configuration are all poor (Sp(X̂) ≥ 20% poor Mardia
et al. (1979)). This suggests there is still room for improvement in extracting an estimated chromosome
configuration from the observed count data. One route to improved the fitting process would be to repeat the
grid search in stage 3. This would involve finding a value for α̂ in a transform function which incorporates a
bias correction

d̃i,j =
m

1

α

i,j(
1 + 1

2α

(
1−α
α

)
ρ̂m−1

i,j

) ,
to find a D̃ which gives a X̂ which minimises S3(X̂). The θ1:3 (16) values in Table 3 appear to increase
as chromosome size decreases. This could be attributed to lower influence from smaller counts, or could be
attributed to an increase in the ratio of genuine to spurious eigenvalues as chromosome size decreases.

Fig. 9. Scree plot of the fitted eigenvalues from fitting Chromosome 12’s contact-count matrix into Euclidean
space with metric MDS. The solid black circles denote the genuine fitted eigenvalues and the hollow black
circles denote the spurious eigenvalues.

Figure 9 is the scree plot of the fitted eigenvalues λ̂k from the fitting of chromosome 12 into 3D Euclidean
space. The λ̂k indicate how much information from D̃ is projected into each dimension, hence their use
in the calculation of (16). The lead three λ̂k for Chromosome 12 appear distinct from the spurious λ̂k and
easily satisfy the magnitude criterion (Sibson, 1979). Indicating structure from D̃ has been projected into the
first three dimensions of X̂. In a similar scree plot for Chromosome 2 the lead three λ̂k and the fourth λ̂k
appear distinct from the spurious λ̂k and easily satisfy the magnitude criterion. Indicating structure from D̃
has been projected into the first three dimensions of X̂, and potentially into the fourth dimension. Structure
in the fourth dimension of X̂ could be due to poor fitting or additional structure in M. In a similar scree
plot for Chromosome 21 on the lead λ̂k is distinct from the spurious λ̂k, the second and third λ̂k just satisfy
the magnitude criterion, therefore caution should be taken while interpreting structure in the second and third
dimensions as noise may influence the structure.

Figure 10 displays the estimated configuration for Chromosome 12. The estimated configuration for chro-
mosomes 2 and 12 share the same shape. This shape being a horseshoe in the 1st and 2nd dimensions, with
involution at the ends. In the 1st and 3rd dimensions a meandering of the points gives the horseshoe shape
depth. The estimated configuration for chromosome 21 appears as a planar shape. The majority of informa-
tion is in the 1st dimension, in the 1st and 2nd dimensions the points take a “N” shape with clusters of noisy
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Fig. 10. Estimated configuration for Chromosome 12, found by transforming M to D̃ with (7), and fitting D̃ into
3D Euclidean space with metric MDS. The solid triangles N represents the estimated centre of the megabase
interval, and the grey line connects adjacent megabase intervals.

points on the ends. The structure in the 3rd dimension appears to be from the clusters of noisy points on the
ends of the configuration.

The estimated configurations for chromosomes 2 and 12 could hold some true structure. For example the
meandering of points in the 1st and 3rd dimensions could be the partitioning of megabases into compartments
of gene-rich and gene-poor chromatin observed by Lieberman-Aiden et al. (2009). Although the recovered
structure does carry aspects of the horseshoe effect and care needs to be taken while making inferences on the
true chromosome structure.

7. Summary

The model based simulation analysis (MBSA) provides a platform to investigate the multidimensional scaling
of counted proximity data, insight gained from this can be used in the recovery of an estimated chromosome
configuration from the observed Hi-C count data. The MBSA allows the simulation of an observed count
matrix from a known configuration, with control over the relationship between counts and distances and con-
trol over the level of noise in the observed counts. In this investigation we used the MBSA to look at how
the fitted configuration is effected by noise the observed counts, when the original transform function (and
parameters) are used to transform counts into estimated distances. It found distant points are more suscep-
tible to noise than points which are close, this is due to the larger coefficient of variation (11) in the counts
associated with these distant points. The dispersion estimation algorithm was built and tempered using data
from the MBSA, its success in estimating the dispersion used in the MBSA provided confidence to apply it to
estimating the dispersion in the Hi-C count matrix. The investigation of the transform function using the delta
method provided information on a bias in the estimated distances and the variance in the estimated distances.
Using the information on the bias in the estimated distances and the estimate for dispersion a bias correction
was constructed, which when applied to the estimated distances improved the recovery of the estimated con-
figuration. The bias correction was then used in the recovery of an estimated chromosome configuration from
the Hi-C count matrix. This gave estimated chromosome configurations resembling horseshoes in the 1st and
2nd dimensions, with meandering of points in the third dimension.

Investigating the relationship between Hi-C counts and genomic distances and how using incorrect trans-
form parameters distorts the distances, provided evidence to suggest the horseshoe shape in the estimated
chromosome configurations could be a product of the horseshoe effect.

The MBSA has further applications investigating the effects of using different transform functions; esti-
mated transform parameters (instead of the correct parameters); how robust the dispersion estimation algo-
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rithm is to the choice of transform function; how using different multidimensional scaling techniques affects
the recovery of the fitted configuration and seek further improvements to the bias correction technique. In-
sight from this further investigation can be fed into improving the recovery of an estimated chromosome
configuration from the Hi-C count matrix.
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